
 

 
 

Campus Community:  
  
Recently, we became aware of a specific cyber threat to our technical infrastructure. We 
immediately initiated an internal investigation, charging a team—which has been working 
around the clock since that time—with addressing this issue.  
  
Of course, our first priority was, and always will be, the safety of our community. 
 
Understanding that our review is ongoing, and based on the consultation of outside experts, we 
have no evidence to date that any personal health information or other sensitive data, such as 
personal student or employee data, has been downloaded or accessed. 
  
When we became aware of the threat’s potential impact on our systems, we elicited the 
assistance of an independent forensic firm and implemented additional security measures in 
consultation with cybersecurity experts. We initiated a process of hardening our security 
systems that protect our technical infrastructure— a process we will continuously monitor and 
strengthen moving forward. 
  
A significant step in this procedure involved a short, planned network outage that took place 
earlier this morning, which we communicated overnight. Per the advice of our cybersecurity 
partners, it was necessary to limit the information provided in this initial communication. Now 
that the network has been restored and more aggressive security measures have been 
implemented, we can communicate with full transparency without risk of sacrificing the 
security of our systems. 
  
More details about this incident and background regarding how this happened are 
available here. We will update this webpage as more information becomes available, and we 
will communicate fully with the campus and broader community if any significant changes 
occur. Additionally, you can email  CyberResponse@uky.edu  or call this toll-free number with 
any questions: 1-833-510-0030. 

https://nam04.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fclick.lifecycle.uky.edu%2F%3Fqs%3Dddd71159925e14bb630f31e06380642cdc2f9a3f913ec1f8ad6eda16275dc3d9352d7b114a57de34c24ca9a3104f1846&data=02%7C01%7Csarah.geegan%40uky.edu%7C9325eeb2183446f35eff08d7c352e7d3%7C2b30530b69b64457b818481cb53d42ae%7C0%7C0%7C637192633146431705&sdata=9W%2BOMWoXHzOqvVe%2Bu0WS0Pl7sGOew%2B33iUUXrw%2Bl%2B7I%3D&reserved=0
mailto:CyberResponse@uky.edu


 
For technical questions, please call 859-218-4357. For questions related to UK HealthCare, 
please call 1-800-333-8874. 
  
Our cybersecurity partners are confident in our response, and we will continue to consult with 
them over the next several months. As always, the security of our community will remain our 
top priority. 
  
Eli Capilouto, President 
David W. Blackwell, Provost 
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